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Why you should  
read this report
If a brand is placed alongside offensive or inappropriate 
content, viewers may make a negative connection with the 
brand. 

Media buyers need to trust technology and look for assurances 
of brand safety with content verification tools. However, while 
the tools aim to reduce the risk of inappropriate placement, 
they all work in different ways to do this. It’s important for 
practitioners to understand the different attributes of these 
tools.

The UK media industry, through JICWEBS, has set out to 
raise transparency by developing a set of Content Verification 
Product Principles that each tool should adhere to.

This, our ninth Content Verification report, compares  
three content verification tools simply and transparently 
looking at the merits of each and how they adhere to  
the JICWEBS Principles to bring greater trust and clarity  
to online advertising. 

This report shows: 

•  What content verification tools are

•  How the industry is bringing transparency and trust through 
JICWEBS and the Content Verification Product Principles

•  Who has been tested by ABC to these Principles

•  How they have been tested

•  The results of these tests

Who are 
JICWEBS?
JICWEBS (The Joint Industry 
Committee for Web 
Standards) is made up of 
representatives from ISBA, 
the IPA, IAB UK, AOP and the 
NMA. It was created by the 
UK and Ireland media industry 
to ensure independent 
development of standards and 
benchmarking of best practice 
for online ad trading. 

“

“

Ensuring our advertising 
does not appear 

within inappropriate 
environments is of 

paramount importance. 
That’s why I welcome the 
work JICWEBS and ABC 
are doing in the area of 

brand safety. This increased 
transparency is of vital 

importance to brands and 
the industry as a whole. 

Christian Armond,  
General Manager, Digital 

Marketing, TUI UK&I
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An increasing number of advertisers use technology to target 
audiences online. 

This is an efficient way to deliver advertising but there  
are issues:

1    The advertiser can’t know exactly where the adverts are 
appearing as they are served

2    With the volumes of inventory available it’s not possible  
to manually vet the content of each webpage 

This is where content verification tools have a role to play.  
Their technology is designed to crawl through hundreds of 
web pages, classifying the content and making decisions 
on whether the content is appropriate for the advertising 
campaign. If it is deemed inappropriate the ad will be blocked, 
rescuing the brand from a potentially harmful environment. 

Certified CV products are promoted in the UK by the Digital 
Trading Standards Group (DTSG). They are also mentioned in 
ISBA’s Brand Safety Guide, advising agencies that the products 
should be considered ahead of campaign purchase and 
incorporated into business processes.

CV tools reduce the risk of advertising appearing 
alongside inappropriate content such as: 

“

“

It is increasingly important 
for agencies to understand 
how their brands are being 
safeguarded online. ABC’s 
Content Verification report 
provides the insights they 

need by showing how 
each technology works to 
effectively minimise the 
risk of ad misplacement. 

This increased 
transparency can only 

improve confidence and 
trust when trading online.

Nigel Gwilliam 
Media and Emerging 

Technologies Consultant, IPA

Content Verification (CV)
tools explained

Illegal websitesHate Speech$*#&!

Breaking NewsAdult content
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Testing to the JICWEBS 
Product Principles
Since 2011, JICWEBS has issued CV Product Principles to address the rise of automated ad trading 
and the increased risk to brand safety online. The Principles contain 10 requirements that we test 
against. These can be summarised into 4 key areas:

Can the product...

ABC’s testing is specifically designed to ensure that all products are being tested on a ‘like 
for like’ basis. This has been achieved by applying automated testing within a ‘walled garden’ 
environment, a safe part of the web which is only accessible to the products being tested. Within 
this environment, content is controlled, so no one outside the testing can see or interfere with it.

Importantly, testing also checks that the product has not been configured to block the serving 
of the ads in tests by default, and that they serve ads in equivalent scenarios that do contain 
appropriate content.  

The results of these tests allow potential users of content verification tools to compare them 
simply and transparently.

How our testing raises trust and transparency

1 Block advertising based on page content?

2 Block advertising based on URLs?

3 Register changes in page content, 
URLs or campaign instructions?

4 Perform in certain ad delivery scenarios?
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Which products were tested?

We tested 3 content verification tools:

vCE Validation The AdSafe Firewall Real-Time Ad Blocking 
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comScore is a leading cross-platform 
measurement company that measures 

audiences, brands and consumer behavior 
everywhere. From pre-bid audience 

and ad verification to post-campaign 
effectiveness analysis, comScore provides 

closed-loop, end-to-end measurement 
that allows you to improve advertising 

performance over time.  

comScore validated Campaign 
Essentials™ (vCE®) is a holistic ad and 

audience delivery validation solution that 
delivers real-time insights to improve the 
performance of advertising campaigns 
– for display, video and mobile devices. 

vCE Brand Safety employs a unique 
holistic approach of smart blocking where 

comScore scans and weighs the quality 
of a site’s content and blocks only when 
it’s truly detrimental to an advertiser. Our 
blocking technology takes into account 

not only the presence of keywords but also 
its noticeability, visibility and contextual 

reference relative to the site’s actual 
content on the page. This goes beyond 

common ‘black & white’ approaches 
to avoid generating significant false-

positives, enabling it to meet advertiser 
needs without over-blocking ads from 

content that is safe.

Integral Ad Science (IAS) is a global 
measurement and analytics company that builds 
verification, optimisation, and analytics solutions 

to empower the advertising industry to invest 
with confidence and activate consumers 

everywhere, on every device. We solve the 
most pressing problems for brands, agencies, 

publishers, and technology companies 
by verifying that every impression has the 

opportunity to be effective, optimisng towards 
opportunities to consistently improve results, 
and analysing digital’s impact on consumer 

actions. Built on data science and engineering, 
IAS is headquartered in New York with global 
operations in thirteen countries. Our growth 
and innovation have been recognized in Inc. 
500, Crain’s Fast 50, Forbes America’s Most 

Promising Companies, and I-COM’s Smart Data 
Marketing Technology Company. Learn more at 

www.integralads.com/uk. 

The AdSafe Firewall is a proprietary, enterprise 
level platform that enforces a brand’s 

insertion order instructions in accordance 
with the Integral Content Ratings selected by 

advertisers. This ensures that display advertising 
only appears on web pages containing content 

rated as appropriate for thei advertising. 
Integral wraps the client provided 3rd party 

ad tags with campaign and partner identifiers 
which map to the client defined threshold 

settings within our firewall. 

One off-brand impression can ruin years 
of building brand equity. More than ever, 
global marketers are demanding third-
party measurement and transparency 

across all their digital investments. The DV 
Impression Quality Suite provides brand 
safety protection along with viewability, 
fraud/SIVT, and geographic targeting.

DV identifies the URL and blocks 
impressions from being served in off-

brand or objectionable environments. DV 
Impression Quality Real-Time Ad Blocking 

ensures that ads are only served on 
relevant, brand-safe, targeted pages.
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A note on Real Time crawling: comScore 
crawlers are good netizens and do not 

aggressively crawl publisher’s properties. 
We work with many publishers to identify 

the best balance for the ecosystem.

The default settings in production today 
meet the requirements of both our sell-

side and buy-side clients and these reflect 
standard practices in content change 

across websites. Currently, we default to a 
24 hour cache for URLs previously crawled. 
Impressions served to URLs not currently 

in the cache will trigger a new crawl. 
Thereafter, we will re-crawl the page after 

24 hours.

The AdSafe Firewall is a real time prevention 
solution where page crawls to identify 

inappropriate content are asynchronously 
performed by separate systems to update the 
rating engine utilised by the Firewall. There is 
a 20-90 minute time range for the crawlers to 

identify new inappropriate content, update the 
rating engine, and initiate blocking.

DoubleVerify employs an  
impression-based threshold to  

updated categorisations only for pages 
which receive impressions.  

The volume of ad calls generated while 
carrying out test 3 did not  

reach that threshold.

This report covers the results of our testing completed in June 2017                                     
against the JICWEBS Content Verification Product Principles.
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Test Results comScore vCE Validation  
by comScore

The AdSafe Firewall  
by Integral Ad Science

DV Digital IQ – Real-Time Ad  
Blocking by DoubleVerify

Principle Can the Product... Tests Result Control Result Control Result Control

                   1. Blocking advertising based on page content      

1
Block the serving of advertising on  

to pages which contain content,  
deemed to be inappropriate by the  
advertiser, in HTML source code?

a) When inappropriate words  
are before the ad location? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

b) When inappropriate words  
are after the ad location? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

c) When inappropriate words  
are in meta tags? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

d) When inappropriate words  
are in alt tags? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

e) When inappropriate words  
are in inline javascript? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2
Block the serving of advertising on  

to pages which contain words in content 
delivered via a linked file deemed to be 

inappropriate by the advertiser?

a) When inappropriate content  
is loaded from a linked script? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

b) When inappropriate content is  
delivered in a different frame from the ad? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

                    2. Blocking advertising based on URLs

4
Block the serving of advertising on  

to domains and sub-domains deemed  
inappropriate by the advertiser?

a) When an inappropriate  
domain is visited? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

b) When an inappropriate  
sub-domain is visited? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

5
Block the serving of advertising on  

to pages which contain words in the  
URL deemed to be inappropriate  

by the advertiser?

a) When the domain contains  
an inappropriate word? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

b) When the sub-domain contains  
an inappropriate word? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

c) When the URL path contains  
an inappropriate word? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

d) When the query contains  
an inappropriate word? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6 Block the serving of advertising on to aliases of an URL  
or domain deemed to be inappropriate to the advertiser?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Test Results ...continued comScore vCE Validation  
by comScore

The AdSafe Firewall  
by Integral Ad Science

DV Digital IQ – Real-Time Ad  
Blocking by DoubleVerify

Principle Can the Product... Tests Result Control Result Control Result Control

                    3. Registering changes in page content, URLs or campaign instructions

3

Register changes in page content and 
then block the serving of advertising 
on to pages which contain content, 
deemed to be inappropriate by the 

advertiser, in real time?

a) When inappropriate content  
is added to the page? No n/a No n/a No n/a

b) When inappropriate content  
is removed from the page? No n/a No n/a No n/a

9
Be capable of incorporating any list of keywords or URLs,  

deemed to be inappropriate by the advertiser, into the CV product  
within 2 working days of that new list being produced?

Yes n/a Yes n/a Yes n/a

10
Be configurable to block the serving of advertising to any URL  

not previously checked as safe, until the status is known, if identification  
of content is not in real time?

Yes n/a Yes n/a Yes n/a

                   4. Performance in certain ad delivery scenarios

7

See through iframes and block  
the serving of advertising if  

keywords or URLs deemed to be  
inappropriate to the advertiser  

are detected?

a) When inappropriate content  
is delivered in an iframe? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

b) When the ad is delivered in an  
iframe, on a page which contains  

inappropriate content?
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

c) When inappropriate content  
is delivered in an object? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

d) When the ad is delivered in an  
object, on a page which contains  

inappropriate content?
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

e) When inappropriate content  
is delivered in an embed tag? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

f) When the ad is delivered in an  
embed tag, on a page which  

contains inappropriate content?
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

g) When the ad is delivered in 3  
nested iframes, on a page which  
contains inappropriate content?

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

h) When the ad is delivered in 5  
nested iframes, on a page which  
contains inappropriate content?

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

8 Operate consistently in allowing or blocking  
advertising when javascript is disabled?

Yes n/a Yes n/a Yes n/a
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Overall the testing showed that, when configured correctly, all three products are capable of 
preventing ad delivery on inappropriate content in accordance with the JICWEBS Content 
Verification Product Principles for the tests as indicated.

For more information on the results and the individual Certificates which provide further detail 
please visit www.abc.org.uk/cv

General findings 

“

“

Trust and transparency are fundamental to our industry’s success. That 
is why ISBA fully supports the work JICWEBS is doing to bring clarity 

to complex areas like online brand safety. We encourage advertisers to 
use initiatives like the ABC Content Verification report to enhance their 

understanding and minimise the risk of ad misplacement.

Mark Finney, Director of Media and Advertising, ISBA

ABC delivers a stamp of trust for the media industry. We are owned 
and developed jointly by media owners, advertisers and agencies 
to set industry-agreed standards for media brand measurement 
across print, digital and events.

ABC is also a trusted verification provider. We audit media brand 
measurement data and the adoption of good practice and process 
to industry-agreed standards.

Established in 1931, ABC was the first UK Joint Industry Currency 
(JIC) and is a founder member of the International Federation of 
ABC’s. For further information please visit www.abc.org.uk 

ABC’s Content Verification Certification is  
supported by the following organisations:

Published by
ABC, Saxon House, 211 High Street, 
Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire. HP4 1AD.

Tel: +44 (0)1442 870800 
Email: enquiries@abc.org.uk
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